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Available for both primary and secondary schools, ClassMark and ClubReg provide safe and
secure digital registration for both classrooms and school clubs, on any device!

SECURE

SIMPLE

INTEGRATED
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MODERN

SIMPLIFY YOUR CLASSROOM REGISTRATION WITH INVENTRY’S
CLASSMARK CLOUD

SAFEGUARD SCHOOL CLUB PUPILS WITH CLUBREG

ClassMark is a revolutionary system that simplifies classroom registration, making it easier than
ever to keep track of your pupils. The new InVentry ClassMark Cloud has been developed so it links
straight to your MIS system, allowing your organisation to take a register in as little as 3 clicks! You’ll
never be without the key information you require to ensure all students are present and correct.

Although schools regularly look to improve security and functionality of their regular sign-in and
registration system, all too often breakfast, and after-school clubs are overlooked. With InVentry’s
ClubReg, staff leading extracurricular activities are provided with a digital registration system which
ensures the safeguarding of pupils at all times.

CLASSMARK CLOUD KEY FEATURES

CLUBREG KEY FEATURES

INVENTRY CLOUD INTEGRATION

EVACUATION

SIMPLE SETUP

PUPIL REGISTRATION

Each register can now be written back directly
to your MIS system, ensuring accuracy and
efficiency of your registration records

Your school’s registrations link seamlessly to
our InVentry Anywhere App, meaning your MIS
Evacuation lists are constantly live, and up to
date.

Custom groups and clubs can be setup in
minutes on your main InVentry console with
student information added directly from your
MIS.

Give your students a new level of independence
by allowing them to sign themselves in, freeing
your staff up to attend to other tasks.

WEB BASED

EASILY ACCESSIBLE

DEVICE COMPATIBILITY

SECURE

Network interconnectivity is no longer needed
with our InVentry Cloud ClassMark, meaning
all you need to access the system is a web
browser and some form of cellular or WIFI
connection!

Whether you’re using a laptop, PC, an Interactive
Whiteboard, or a tablet device, you can access
registers via a 4-digit pin number, meaning the
system has never been easier to use.

With ClubReg there is no expensive
hardware to install, and it can be accessed
and used on any device including large
interactive displays.or WIFI connection!

Sign In information is securely transferred over
InVentry’s central database so staff instantly
know which children are still in school.

PUPIL REGISTRATION

ALL PUPIL REGISTER

EVACUATION

SAFEGUARDING

Access complete registers for your entire
school in real time across multiple devices
when completing any type of evacuation.

Anyone can create clubs quickly and easily and
ensure that safeguarding of children out of hours
is maintained.

Give students a new level of independence
by allowing them to sign themselves in via
InVentry’s Pupil Mode.

Have the power to take your portable device
out to a late school bus and sign in pupils at
the school gates via our reductive search tool,
minimising groups of pupils waiting in reception.

MULTI VIEW REGISTERS

PUPIL RECORDS

Have access to other teachers registers and
easily sign in their class when needed.

Easily access a pupil’s record for their dietary,
medical, and contact information.

TAKING A REGISTER HAS NEVER BEEN EASIER!
BOOK A DEMO HERE!
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TO BOOK A DEMONSTRATION, CONTACT US ON:
0113 322 9253
info@inventry.co.uk
www.inventry.co.uk

